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NAME
wireshark − Interactively dump and analyze network traffic

SYNOPSYS
wireshark [ −a <capture autostop condition> ] ... [−b <capture ring buffer option> ] ... [−B <cap-
ture buffer size (Win32 only)> ] [−c <capture packet count> ] [−C <configuration profile> ] [−D ]
[ −−display=<X display to use> ] [−f <capture filter> ] [−g <packet number> ] [−h ] [ −H ] [ −i <cap-
ture interface> − ]  [ −k ] [ −l ] [ −L ] [ −m <font> ] [ −n ] [ −N <name resolving flags> ] [−o <prefer-
ence/recent setting> ] ... [−p ] [ −P <path setting>] [−Q ] [ −r <infile> ] [ −R <read (display) filter> ]
[ −S ] [ −s<capture snaplen> ] [−t ad a r d dd e ]  [ −v ] [ −w <outfile> ] [ −y <capture link type> ]
[ −X <eXtension option> ] [−z <statistics> ] [ <infile> ]

DESCRIPTION
Wireshark is aGUI network protocol analyzer. It lets you interactively browse packet data from a live net-
work or from a previously saved capture file. Wireshark’s native capture file format islibpcap format,
which is also the format used bytcpdump and various other tools.

Wireshark can read / import the following file formats:

* l ibpcap, tcpdump and various other tools using tcpdump’s capture format
* snoopandatmsnoop
* Shomiti/FinisarSurveyor captures
* Novell LANalyzer captures
* M icrosoftNetwork Monitor captures
* AIX ’s iptrace captures
* Cinco NetworksNetXRay captures
* Network Associates Windows-basedSniffer captures
* Network General/Network Associates DOS-basedSniffer (compressed or uncompressed) captures
* AG Group/WildPacketsEtherPeek/TokenPeek/AiroPeek/EtherHelp/PacketGrabber captures
* RADCOM ’s WAN/LAN analyzer captures
* Network InstrumentsObserver version 9 captures
* Lucent/Ascendrouter debug output
* fi les fromHP−UX’s nettl
* Toshiba’s ISDN routers dump output
* the output fromi4btrace from theISDN4BSDproject
* t races from theEyeSDNUSB S0.
* the output inIPLog format from the Cisco Secure Intrusion Detection System
* pppd logs(pppdump format)
* the output fromVMS’s TCPIPtrace/TCPtrace/UCX$TRACE utilities
* the text output from theDBS Etherwatch VMS utility
* Visual Networks’Visual UpTime traffic capture
* the output fromCoSineL2 debug
* the output from Accellent’s5ViewsLAN agents
* Endace Measurement Systems’ERF format captures
* L inux Bluez Bluetooth stackhcidump −w traces
* CatapultDCT2000.out files
* TamoSoft CommView files

There is no need to tellWireshark what type of file you are reading; it will determine the file type by itself.
Wireshark is also capable of reading any of these file formats if they are compressed using gzip.Wire-
shark recognizes this directly from the file; the ’.gz’ extension is not required for this purpose.

Like other protocol analyzers,Wireshark’s main window shows 3 views of a packet. It shows a summary
line, briefly describing what the packet is.A packet details display is shown, allowing you to drill down to
exact protocol or field that you interested in.Finally, a hex dump shows you exactly what the packet looks
like when it goes over the wire.

In addition,Wireshark has some features that make it unique. It can assemble all the packets in aTCP
conversation and show you theASCII (or EBCDIC, or hex) data in that conversation. Displayfilters in
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Wireshark are very powerful; more fields are filterable inWireshark than in other protocol analyzers, and
the syntax you can use to create your filters is richer. As Wireshark progresses, expect more and more
protocol fields to be allowed in display filters.

Packet capturing is performed with the pcap library. The capture filter syntax follows the rules of the pcap
library. This syntax is different from the display filter syntax.

Compressed file support uses (and therefore requires) the zlib library. If the zlib library is not present,
Wireshark will compile, but will be unable to read compressed files.

The pathname of a capture file to be read can be specified with the−r option or can be specified as a com-
mand-line argument.

OPTIONS
Most users will want to startWireshark without options and configure it from the menus instead.
Those users may just skip this section.

−a <captureautostop condition>
Specify a criterion that specifies whenWireshark is to stop writing to a capture file. The criterion is
of the formtest:value, wheretestis one of:

duration :valueStop writing to a capture file aftervalueseconds have elapsed.

filesize:valueStop writing to a capture file after it reaches a size ofvaluekilobytes (where a kilobyte is
1024 bytes). If this option is used together with the −b option, Wireshark will stop writing to the cur-
rent capture file and switch to the next one if filesize is reached.

files:valueStop writing to capture files aftervaluenumber of files were written.

−b <capturering buffer option>
CauseWireshark to run in ‘‘multiple files’’ mode. In‘‘ multiple files’’ mode,Wireshark will write to
several capture files. When the first capture file fills up,Wireshark will switch writing to the next file
and so on.

The created filenames are based on the filename given with the−w flag, the number of the file and on
the creation date and time, e.g. outfile_00001_20050604120117.pcap, out-
file_00001_20050604120523.pcap, ...

With thefiles option it’s also possible to form a ‘‘ring buffer’’. This will fill up new files until the
number of files specified, at which pointWireshark will discard the data in the first file and start writ-
ing to that file and so on. If thefiles option is not set, new files filled up until one of the capture stop
conditions match (or until the disk if full).

The criterion is of the formkey:value, wherekey is one of:

duration :valueswitch to the next file aftervalueseconds have elapsed, even if the current file is not
completely filled up.

filesize:valueswitch to the next file after it reaches a size ofvaluekilobytes (where a kilobyte is 1024
bytes).

files:valuebegin again with the first file aftervaluenumber of files were written (form a ring buffer).

−B <capturebuffer size (Win32 only)>
Win32 only: set capture buffer size (inMB, default is 1MB). This is used by the the capture driver to
buffer packet data until that data can be written to disk. If you encounter packet drops while capturing,
try to increase this size.

−c <capturepacket count>
Set the maximum number of packets to read when capturing live data.

−C <configurationprofile>
Start with the given configuration profile.
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−D Printa list of the interfaces on whichWireshark can capture, and exit. For each network interface, a
number and an interface name, possibly followed by a text description of the interface, is printed.The
interface name or the number can be supplied to the−i flag to specify an interface on which to capture.

This can be useful on systems that don’t hav ea command to list them (e.g., Windows systems, or
UNIX systems lackingifconfig −a); the number can be useful on Windows 2000 and later systems,
where the interface name is a somewhat complex string.

Note that ‘‘can capture’’ means thatWireshark was able to open that device to do a live capture; if, on
your system, a program doing a network capture must be run from an account with special privileges
(for example, as root), then, ifWireshark is run with the−D flag and is not run from such an account,
it will not list any interfaces.

−−display=<X display to use>
Specifies the X display to use.A hostname and screen (otherhost:0.0) or just a screen (:0.0) can be
specified. Thisoption is not available under Windows.

−f <capturefilter>
Set the capture filter expression.

−g <packet number>
After reading in a capture file using the−r flag, go to the given packet number.

−h Printthe version and options and exit.

−H Hidethe capture info dialog during live packet capture.

−i <captureinterface> −
Set the name of the network interface or pipe to use for live packet capture.

Network interface names should match one of the names listed in "wir eshark −D‘‘ ( described above);
a number, as reported by ’’wir eshark −D‘‘ , can also be used. If you’re usingUNIX , ’’netstat −i‘‘ o r
’’ ifconfig −a" might also work to list interface names, although not all versions ofUNIX support the
−a flag toifconfig.

If no interface is specified,Wireshark searches the list of interfaces, choosing the first non-loopback
interface if there are any non-loopback interfaces, and choosing the first loopback interface if there are
no non-loopback interfaces. If there are no interfaces at all,Wireshark reports an error and doesn’t
start the capture.

Pipe names should be either the name of aFIFO (named pipe) or ‘‘−’ ’ to read data from the standard
input. Dataread from pipes must be in standard libpcap format.

Note: the Win32 version ofWireshark doesn’t support capturing from pipes or stdin!

−k Startthe capture session immediately. If the−i flag was specified, the capture uses the specified inter-
face. Otherwise,Wireshark searches the list of interfaces, choosing the first non-loopback interface if
there are any non-loopback interfaces, and choosing the first loopback interface if there are no non-
loopback interfaces; if there are no interfaces,Wireshark reports an error and doesn’t start the cap-
ture.

−l Turn on automatic scrolling if the packet display is being updated automatically as packets arrive dur-
ing a capture (as specified by the−Sflag).

−L List the data link types supported by the interface and exit.

−m <font>
Set the name of the font used byWireshark for most text. Wireshark will construct the name of the
bold font used for the data in the byte view pane that corresponds to the field selected in the packet
details pane from the name of the main text font.

−n Disablenetwork object name resolution (such as hostname,TCP and UDP port names), the−N flag
might override this one.
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−N <nameresolving flags>
Turn on name resolving only for particular types of addresses and port numbers, with name resolving
for other types of addresses and port numbers turned off. This flag overrides−n if both −N and−n are
present. If both−N and−n flags are not present, all name resolutions are turned on.

The argument is a string that may contain the letters:

m to enableMAC address resolution

n to enable network address resolution

t to enable transport-layer port number resolution

C to enable concurrent (asynchronous)DNS lookups

−o <preference/recentsetting>
Set a preference or recent value, overriding the default value and any value read from a prefer-
ence/recent file. The argument to the flag is a string of the formprefname:value, whereprefnameis the
name of the preference/recent value (which is the same name that would appear in the prefer-
ence/recent file), andvalue is the value to which it should be set.SinceEthereal 0.10.12, the recent
settings replaces the formerly used −B, −P and −T flags to manipulate theGUI dimensions.

If prefnameis ‘‘uat’’, you can override settings in various user access tables using the form uat:uat file-
name:uat record. uat filenamemust be the name of aUAT file, e.g.user_dlts. uat_recordmust be in the
form of a valid record for that file, including quotes. For instance, to specify a userDLT from the com-
mand line, you would use

−o ‘‘uat:user_dlts:\’’User 0 (DLT=147)\‘‘,\’’cops\‘‘,\’’0\‘‘,\’’\‘‘,\’’0\‘‘,\’’\""

−p Don’t put the interface into promiscuous mode.Note that the interface might be in promiscuous mode
for some other reason; hence,−p cannot be used to ensure that the only traffic that is captured is traffic
sent to or from the machine on whichWireshark is running, broadcast traffic, and multicast traffic to
addresses received by that machine.

−P <path setting>
Special path settings usually detected automatically. This is used for special cases, e.g. starting Wire-
shark from a known location on anUSB stick.

The criterion is of the formkey:path, wherekey is one of:

persconf:pathpath of personal configuration files, like the preferences files.

persdata:path path of personal data files, it’s the folder initially opened. After the very first initiliza-
tion, the recent file will keep the folder last used.

−Q CauseWireshark to exit after the end of capture session (useful in batch mode with−c option for
instance); this option requires the−i and−w parameters.

−r <infile>
Read packet data frominfile, can be any supported capture file format (including gzipped files). It’s not
possible to use named pipes or stdin here!

−R <read(display) filter>
When reading a capture file specified with the−r flag, causes the specified filter (which uses the syn-
tax of display filters, rather than that of capture filters) to be applied to all packets read from the cap-
ture file; packets not matching the filter are discarded.

−S Automaticallyupdate the packet display as packets are coming in.

−s <capturesnaplen>
Set the default snapshot length to use when capturing live data. Nomore thansnaplenbytes of each
network packet will be read into memory, or sav ed to disk.
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−t ad a r d dd e
Set the format of the packet timestamp displayed in the packet list window, the default is relative. The
format can be one of:

ad absolute with date: The absolute date and time is the actual time and date the packet was captured

a absolute: The absolute time is the actual time the packet was captured, with no date displayed

r relative: The relative time is the time elapsed between the first packet and the current packet

d delta: The delta time is the time since the previous packet was captured

dd delta_displayed: The delta_displayed time is the time since the previous displayed packet was cap-
tured

eepoch: The time in seconds since epoch (Jan 1, 1970 00:00:00)

−v Print the version and exit.

−w <outfile>
Set the default capture file name.

−y <capturelink type>
If a capture is started from the command line with−k, set the data link type to use while capturing
packets. Thevalues reported by−L are the values that can be used.

−X <eXtension options>
Specify an option to be passed to anWireshark module. The eXtension option is in the formexten-
sion_key:value, whereextension_keycan be:

lua_script:lua_script_filenametells Wireshark to load the given script in addition to the default Lua
scripts.

−z <statistics>
GetWireshark to collect various types of statistics and display the result in a window that updates in
semi-real time. Currently implemented statistics are:

−z dcerpc,srt,uuid,major.minor[,filter]

Collect call/replySRT (Service Response Time) data forDCERPCinterfaceuuid, versionmajor.minor.
Data collected is number of calls for each procedure, MinSRT, MaxSRT and AvgSRT. Example: use
−z dcerpc,srt,12345778−1234−abcd−ef00−0123456789ac,1.0to collect data forCIFS SAMR Inter-
face. Thisoption can be used multiple times on the command line.

If the optional filterstring is provided, the stats will only be calculated on those calls that match that fil-
ter. Example: use−z dcerpc,srt,12345778−1234−abcd−ef00−0123456789ac,1.0,ip.addr==1.2.3.4to
collectSAMR SRT statistics for a specific host.

−z io,stat

Collect packet/bytes statistics for the capture in intervals of 1 seconds.This option will open a win-
dow with up to 5 color-coded graphs where number-of-packets-per-second or number-of-bytes-per-
second statistics can be calculated and displayed.

This option can be used multiple times on the command line.

This graph window can also be opened from the Analyze:Statistics:Traffic:IO−Stat menu item.

−z rpc,srt,program,version[,<filter>]

Collect call/replySRT (Service Response Time) data forprogram/version. Data collected is number of
calls for each procedure, MinSRT, MaxSRT and AvgSRT. Example: use−z rpc,srt,100003,3to col-
lect data forNFSv3. Thisoption can be used multiple times on the command line.

If the optional filter string is provided, the stats will only be calculated on those calls that match that
filter. Example: use−z rpc,srt,100003,3,nfs.fh.hash==0x12345678to collectNFS v3 SRT statistics
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for a specific file.

−z rpc,programs

Collect call/replyRTT data for all known ONC-RPC programs/versions. Datacollected is number of
calls for each protocol/version, MinRTT, MaxRTT and AvgRTT.

−z scsi,srt,cmdset[,<filter>]

Collect call/replySRT(Service Response Time) data forSCSIcommandset <cmdset>.

Commandsets are 0:SBC1:SSC 5:MMC

Data collected is number of calls for each procedure, MinSRT, MaxSRT and AvgSRT. Example: use
−z scsi,srt,0to collect data forSCSI BLOCK COMMANDS(SBC). This option can be used multiple
times on the command line.

If the optional filter string is provided, the stats will only be calculated on those calls that match that
filter. Example: use−z scsi,srt,0,ip.addr==1.2.3.4to collectSCSI SBC SRT statistics for a specific
iscsi/ifcp/fcip host.

−z smb,srt[,filter]

Collect call/replySRT (Service Response Time) data forSMB. Data collected is number of calls for
eachSMB command, MinSRT, MaxSRT and AvgSRT. Example: use−z smb,srt.

The data will be presented as separate tables for all normalSMB commands, all Transaction2 com-
mands and allNT Transaction commands. Only those commands that are seen in the capture will have
its stats displayed. Only the first command in a xAndX command chain will be used in the calcula-
tion. Sofor common SessionSetupAndX + TreeConnectAndX chains, only the SessionSetupAndX
call will be used in the statistics. This is a flaw that might be fixed in the future.

This option can be used multiple times on the command line.

If the optional filterstring is provided, the stats will only be calculated on those calls that match that fil-
ter. Example: use−z ‘‘smb,srt,ip.addr==1.2.3.4’’ to only collect stats forSMB packets echanged by
the host atIP address 1.2.3.4 .

−z fc,srt[,filter]

Collect call/replySRT(Service Response Time) data forFC. Data collected is number of calls for each
Fibre Channel command, MinSRT, MaxSRT and AvgSRT. Example: use−z fc,srt. The Service
Response Time is calculated as the time delta between the First packet of the exchange and the Last
packet of the exchange.

The data will be presented as separate tables for all normalFC commands, Only those commands that
are seen in the capture will have its stats displayed.

This option can be used multiple times on the command line.

If the optional filterstring is provided, the stats will only be calculated on those calls that match that fil-
ter. Example: use−z ‘‘fc,srt,fc.id==01.02.03’’ to only collect stats forFC packets echanged by the
host atFC address 01.02.03 .

−z ldap,srt[,filter]

Collect call/replySRT (Service Response Time) data forLDAP. Data collected is number of calls for
each implementedLDAP command, MinSRT, MaxSRT and AvgSRT. Example: use−z ldap,srt. The
Service Response Time is calculated as the time delta between the Request and the Response.

The data will be presented as separate tables for all implementedLDAP commands, Only those com-
mands that are seen in the capture will have its stats displayed.

This option can be used multiple times on the command line.
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If the optional filterstring is provided, the stats will only be calculated on those calls that match that fil-
ter. Example: use−z ‘‘ldap,srt,ip.addr==10.1.1.1’’ to only collect stats forLDAP packets echanged
by the host atIP address 10.1.1.1 .

The onlyLDAP command that are currently implemented and the stats will be available for are:BIND
SEARCH MODIFY ADD DELETE MODRDN COMPARE EXTENDED

−z mgcp,srt[,filter]

Collect requests/responseSRT (Service Response Time) data forMGCP. This is similar to −z
smb,srt). Data collected is number of calls for each known MGCP Type, MinimumSRT, Maximum
SRTand AverageSRT. Example: use−z mgcp,srt.

This option can be used multiple times on the command line.

If the optional filterstring is provided, the stats will only be calculated on those calls that match that fil-
ter. Example: use−z ‘‘mgcp,srt,ip.addr==1.2.3.4’’ to only collect stats forMGCPpackets exchanged
by the host atIP address 1.2.3.4 .

−z conv,type[,filter]

Create a table that lists all conversations that could be seen in the capture.typespecifies for which
type of conversation we want to generate the statistics; currently the supported ones are

"eth" Ethernet
"fc" Fibre Channel addresses
"fddi" FDDI addresses
"ip" IP addresses
"ipx" IPX addresses
"tcp" TCP/IP socket pairs Both IPv4 and IPv6 are supported
"tr" TokenRing
"udp" UDP/IP socket pairs Both IPv4 and IPv6 are supported

If the optional filter string is specified, only those packets that match the filter will be used in the cal-
culations.

The table is presented with one line for each conversation and displays number of packets/bytes in
each direction as well as total number of packets/bytes. Bydefault, the table is sorted according to
total number of packets.

These tables can also be generated at runtime by selecting the appropriate conversation type from the
menu ‘‘Tools/Statistics/Conversation List/’’.

−z h225,counter[,filter]

Count ITU-T H.225 messages and their reasons. In the first column you get a list of H.225 messages
and H.225 message reasons, which occur in the current capture file. The number of occurences of each
message or reason is displayed in the second column.

Example: use−z h225,counter.

This option can be used multiple times on the command line.

If the optional filterstring is provided, the stats will only be calculated on those calls that match that fil-
ter. Example: use−z ‘‘h225,counter,ip.addr==1.2.3.4’’ to only collect stats for H.225 packets
exchanged by the host atIP address 1.2.3.4 .

−z h225,srt[,filter]

Collect requests/responseSRT (Service Response Time) data for ITU-T H.225RAS. Data collected is
number of calls of each ITU-T H.225RAS Message Type, MinimumSRT, Maximum SRT, Average
SRT, Minimum in Packet, and Maximum in Packet. You will also get the number of Open Requests
(Unresponded Requests), Discarded Responses (Responses without matching request) and Duplicate
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Messages. Example:use−z h225,srt.

This option can be used multiple times on the command line.

If the optional filterstring is provided, the stats will only be calculated on those calls that match that fil-
ter. Example: use−z ‘‘h225,srt,ip.addr==1.2.3.4’’ to only collect stats for ITU-T H.225RAS packets
exchanged by the host atIP address 1.2.3.4 .

−z sip,stat[,filter]

This option will activate a counter forSIP messages. You will get the number of occurences of each
SIP Method and of eachSIP Status−Code. Additionally you also get the number of resentSIP Mes-
sages (only forSIPover UDP).

Example: use−z sip,stat.

This option can be used multiple times on the command line.

If the optional filter string is provided, the stats will only be calculated on those calls that match that
filter. Example: use−z ‘‘sip,stat,ip.addr==1.2.3.4’’ to only collect stats forSIPpackets exchanged by
the host atIP address 1.2.3.4 .

−z voip,calls

This option will show a window that shows VoIP calls found in the capture file. This is the same win-
dow shown as when you go to the Statistics Menu and choose VoIP Calls.

Example: use−z voip,calls

INTERFACE
MENU ITEMS

File:Open
File:Open Recent
File:Close

Open or close a capture file.TheFile:Opendialog box allows a filter to be specified; when the capture
file is read, the filter is applied to all packets read from the file, and packets not matching the filter are
discarded. TheFile:Open Recentis a submenu and will show a list of previously opened files.

File:Merge
Merge another capture file to the currently loaded one. TheFile:Merge dialog box allows the merge
‘‘ Prepended’’, ‘‘Chronologically’’ or ‘ ‘A ppended’’, relative to the already loaded one.

File:Save
File:Save As

Save the current capture, or the packets currently displayed from that capture, to a file. Check boxes
let you select whether to save all packets, or just those that have passed the current display filter and/or
those that are currently marked, and an option menu lets you select (from a list of file formats in which
at particular capture, or the packets currently displayed from that capture, can be saved), a file format
in which to save it.

File:File Set:List Files
Show a dialog box that lists all files of the file set matching the currently loaded file. A file set is a
compound of files resulting from a capture using the ‘‘multiple files’’ / ‘ ‘ringbuffer’’ mode, recogniz-
able by the filename pattern, e.g.: Filename_00001_20050604101530.pcap.

File:File Set:Next File
File:File Set:Previous File

If the currently loaded file is part of a file set (see above), open the next / previous file in that set.

File:Export
Export captured data into an external format. Note: the data cannot be imported back into Wireshark,
so be sure to keep the capture file.
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File:Print
Print packet data from the current capture. You can select the range of packets to be printed (which
packets are printed), and the output format of each packet (how each packet is printed). The output for-
mat will be similar to the displayed values, so a summary line, the packet details view, and/or the hex
dump of the packet can be printed.

Printing options can be set with theEdit:Preferencesmenu item, or in the dialog box popped up by
this menu item.

File:Quit
Exit the application.

Edit:Copy:As Filter
Create a display filter based on the data currently highlighted in the packet details and copy that filter
to the clipboard.

If that data is a field that can be tested in a display filter expression, the display filter will test that field;
otherwise, the display filter will be based on the absolute offset within the packet. Thereforeit could
be unreliable if the packet contains protocols with variable-length headers, such as a source-routed
token-ring packet.

Edit:Find Packet
Search forward or backward, starting with the currently selected packet (or the most recently selected
packet, if no packet is selected). Search criteria can be a display filter expression, a string of hexadeci-
mal digits, or a text string.

When searching for a text string, you can search the packet data, or you can search the text in the Info
column in the packet list pane or in the packet details pane.

Hexadecimal digits can be separated by colons, periods, or dashes.Te xt string searches can beASCII
or Unicode (or both), and may be case insensitive.

Edit:Find Next
Edit:Find Previous

Search forward / backward for a packet matching the filter from the previous search, starting with the
currently selected packet (or the most recently selected packet, if no packet is selected).

Edit:Time Reference:Set Time Reference (toggle)
Set (or unset if currently set) the selected packet as a Time Reference packet. Whena packet is set as
a Time Reference packet, the timestamps in the packet list pane will be replaced with the string
‘‘ *REF*’ ’. The relative time timestamp in later packets will then be calculated relative to the times-
tamp of this Time Reference packet and not the first packet in the capture.

Packets that have been selected as Time Reference packets will always be displayed in the packet list
pane. Displayfilters will not affect or hide these packets.

If there is a column displayed for ‘‘Culmulative Bytes’’ this counter will be reset at every Time Refer-
ence packet.

Edit:Time Reference:Find Next
Edit:Time Reference:Find Previous

Search forward / backward for a time referenced packet.

Edit:Mark Packet (toggle)
Mark (or unmark if currently marked) the selected packet. Thefield ‘‘frame.marked’’ is set for pack-
ets that are marked, so that, for example, a display filters can be used to display only marked packets,
and so that the Edit:Find Packet dialog can be used to find the next or previous marked packet.

Edit:Mark All Packets
Edit:Unmark All Packets

Mark / Unmark all packets that are currently displayed.
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Edit:Configuration Profiles
Manage configuration profiles to be able to use more than one set of preferences and configurations.

Edit:Preferences
Set theGUI, capture, printing and protocol options (see Preferences dialog below).

View:Main Toolbar
View:Filter Toolbar
View:Statusbar

Show or hide the main window controls.

View:Packet List
View:Packet Details
View:Packet Bytes

Show or hide the main window panes.

View:Time Display Format
Set the format of the packet timestamp displayed in the packet list window.

View:Name Resolution:Resolve Name
Try to resolve a name for the currently seleted item.

View:Name Resolution:Enable for ... Layer
Enable or disable translation of addresses to names in the display.

View:Colorize Packet List
Enable or disable the coloring rules. Disabling will improve performance.

View:Auto Scroll in Live Capture
Enable or disable the automatic scrolling of the packet list while a live capture is in progress.

View:Zoom In
View:Zoom Out

Zoom into / out of the main window data (by changing the font size).

View:Normal Size
Reset the zoom factor of zoom in / zoom out back to normal font size.

View:Resize All Columns
Resize all columns to best fit the current packet display.

View:Expand Subtrees
Expands the currently selected item and it’s subtrees in the packet details.

View:Expand All
View:Collapse All

Expand / Collapse all branches of the packet details.

View:Coloring Rules
Change the foreground and background colors of the packet information in the list of packets, based
upon display filters. The list of display filters is applied to each packet sequentially. After the first dis-
play filter matches a packet, any additional display filters in the list are ignored. Therefore, if you are
filtering on the existence of protocols, you should list the higher-level protocols first, and the lower-
level protocols last.

How Colorization Works
Packets are colored according to a list of color filters. Each filter consists of a name, a filter
expression and a coloration. A packet is colored according to the first filter that it matches. Color
filter expressions use exactly the same syntax as display filter expressions.

When Wireshark starts, the color filters are loaded from:

1. The user’s personal color filters file or, if that does not exist,

2. The global color filters file.
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If neither of these exist then the packets will not be colored.

View:Show Packet In New Window
Create a new window containing a packet details view and a hex dump window of the currently
selected packet; this window will continue to display that packet’s details and data even if another
packet is selected.

View:Reload
Reload a capture file. Same asFile:CloseandFile:Openthe same file again.

Go:Back
Go back in previously visited packets history.

Go:Forward
Go forward in previously visited packets history.

Go:Go To Packet
Go to a particular numbered packet.

Go:Go To Corresponding Packet
If a field in the packet details pane containing a packet number is selected, go to the packet number
specified by that field. (This works only if the dissector that put that entry into the packet details put it
into the details as a filterable field rather than just as text.) This can be used, for example, to go to the
packet for the request corresponding to a reply, or the reply corresponding to a request, if that packet
number has been put into the packet details.

Go:First Packet
Go:Last Packet

Go to the first / last packet in the capture.

Capture:Interfaces
Shows a dialog box with all currently known interfaces and displaying the current network traffic
amount. Capture sessions can be started from here.Beware: keeping this box open results in high sys-
tem load!

Capture:Options
Initiate a live packet capture (see Capture Options dialog below). If no filename is specified, a tempo-
rary file will be created to hold the capture. The location of the file can be chosen by setting your
TMPDIR environment variable before startingWireshark. Otherwise, the default TMPDIR location is
system−dependent, but is likely either/var/tmpor /tmp.

Capture:Start
Start a live packet capture with the previously seleted options. This won’t open the options dialog box,
and can be convenient for repeatingly capturing with the same options.

Capture:Stop
Stop a running live capture.

Capture:Restart
While a live capture is running, stop it and restart with the same options again. This can be convenient
to remove unrelevant packets, if no valuable packets were captured so far.

Capture:Capture Filters
Edit the saved list of capture filters, allowing filters to be added, changed, or deleted.

Analyze:Display Filters
Edit the saved list of display filters, allowing filters to be added, changed, or deleted.

Analyze:Apply as Filter
Create a display filter based on the data currently highlighted in the packet details and apply the filter.

If that data is a field that can be tested in a display filter expression, the display filter will test that field;
otherwise, the display filter will be based on the absolute offset within the packet. Thereforeit could
be unreliable if the packet contains protocols with variable-length headers, such as a source-routed
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token-ring packet.

TheSelectedoption creates a display filter that tests for a match of the data; theNot Selectedoption
creates a display filter that tests for a non-match of the data.The And Selected, Or Selected, And
Not Selected, and Or Not Selectedoptions add to the end of the display filter in the strip at the top (or
bottom) anAND or OR operator followed by the new display filter expression.

Analyze:Prepare a Filter
Create a display filter based on the data currently highlighted in the packet details. The filter strip at
the top (or bottom) is updated but it is not yet applied.

Analyze:Enabled Protocols
Allow protocol dissection to be enabled or disabled for a specific protocol.Individual protocols can be
enabled or disabled by clicking on them in the list or by highlighting them and pressing the space bar.
The entire list can be enabled, disabled, or inverted using the buttons below the list.

When a protocol is disabled, dissection in a particular packet stops when that protocol is reached, and
Wireshark moves on to the next packet. Any higher-layer protocols that would otherwise have been
processed will not be displayed.For example, disablingTCPwill prevent the dissection and display of
TCP, HTTP, SMTP, Telnet, and any other protocol exclusively dependent onTCP.

The list of protocols can be saved, so that Wireshark will start up with the protocols in that list dis-
abled.

Analyze:Decode As
If you have a packet selected, present a dialog allowing you to change which dissectors are used to
decode this packet. Thedialog has one panel each for the link layer, network layer and transport layer
protocol/port numbers, and will allow each of these to be changed independently. For example, if the
selected packet is aTCP packet to port 12345, using this dialog you can instruct Wireshark to decode
all packets to or from thatTCPport asHTTP packets.

Analyze:User Specified Decodes
Create a new window showing whether any protocol ID to dissector mappings have been changed by
the user. This window also allows the user to reset all decodes to their default values.

Analyze:FollowTCPStream
If you have aTCP packet selected, display the contents of the data stream for theTCP connection to
which that packet belongs, as text, in a separate window, and leave the list of packets in a filtered state,
with only those packets that are part of thatTCP connection being displayed.You can revert to your
old view by pressingENTER in the display filter text box, thereby invoking your old display filter (or
resetting it back to no display filter).

The window in which the data stream is displayed lets you select:

* whether to display the entire conversation, or one or the other side of it;

* whether the data being displayed is to be treated asASCII or EBCDIC text or as raw hex data;

and lets you print what’s currently being displayed, using the same print options that are used for the
File:Print Packet menu item, or save it as text to a file.

Statistics:Summary
Show summary information about the capture, including elapsed time, packet counts, byte counts, and
the like. If a display filter is in effect, summary information will be shown about the capture and about
the packets currently being displayed.

Statistics:Protocol Hierarchy
Show the number of packets, and the number of bytes in those packets, for each protocol in the trace.
It organizes the protocols in the same hierarchy in which they were found in the trace. Besides count-
ing the packets in which the protocol exists, a count is also made for packets in which the protocol is
the last protocol in the stack. These last-protocol counts show you how many packets (and the byte
count associated with those packets)endedin a particular protocol.In the table, they are listed under
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‘‘ End Packets’’ and ‘‘End Bytes’’.

Statistics:IO Graphs
Open a window where up to 5 graphs in different colors can be displayed to indicate number of pack-
ets or number of bytes per second for all packets matching the specified filter. By default only one
graph will be displayed showing number of packets per second.

The top part of the window contains the graphs and scales for the X and Y axis. If the graph is too
long to fit inside the window there is a horizontal scrollbar below the drawing area that can scroll the
graphs to the left or the right.The horizontal axis displays the time into the capture and the vertical
axis will display the measured quantity at that time.

Below the drawing area and the scrollbar are the controls.On the bottom left there will be five similar
sets of controls to control each induvidual graph such as ‘‘Display:<button>’’ which button will toggle
that individual graph on/off. If <button> is ticked, the graph will be displayed.‘‘ Color:<color>’’
which is just a button to show which color will be used to draw that graph (color is only available in
Gtk2 version) and finally ‘‘Filter:<filter−text>’’ which can be used to specify a display filter for that
particular graph.

If filter-text is empty then all packets will be used to calculate the quantity for that graph.If filter-text
is specified only those packets that match that display filter will be considered in the calculation of
quantity.

To the right of the 5 graph controls there are four menus to control global aspects of the draw area and
graphs. The‘‘ Unit:’’ menu is used to control what to measure; ‘‘packets/tick’’, ‘ ‘bytes/tick’’ or
‘‘ advanced...’’

packets/tick will measure the number of packets matching the (if specified) display filter for the graph
in each measurement interval.

bytes/tick will measure the total number of bytes in all packets matching the (if specified) display filter
for the graph in each measurement interval.

advanced... see below

‘‘ Tick interval:’’ specifies what measurement intervals to use. The default is 1 second and means that
the data will be counted over 1 second intervals.

‘‘ Pixels per tick:’’ specifies how many pixels wide each measurement interval will be in the drawing
area. Thedefault is 5 pixels per tick.

‘‘ Y−scale:’’ controls the max value for the y−axis.Default value is ‘‘auto’’ which means thatWire-
shark will try to adjust the maxvalue automatically.

‘‘ advanced...’’ I f Unit:advanced... isselected the window will display two more controls for each of
the five graphs. Onecontrol will be a menu where the type of calculation can be selected from
SUM,COUNT,MAX,MIN,AVG and LOAD, and one control, textbox, where the name of a single dis-
play filter field can be specified.

The following restrictions apply to type and field combinations:

SUM: available for all types of integers and will calculate theSUM of all occurences of this field in the
measurement interval. Notethat some field can occur multiple times in the same packet and then all
instances will be summed up. Example: ’tcp.len’ which will count the amount of payload data trans-
ferred acrossTCP in each interval.

COUNT: available for all field types. This willCOUNT the number of times certain field occurs in each
interval. Note that some fields may occur multiple times in each packet and if that is the case then each
instance will be counted independently andCOUNT will be greater than the number of packets.

MAX: available for all integer and relative time fields. This will calculate the max seen integer/time
value seen for the field during the interval. Example:’smb.time’ which will plot the maximumSMB
response time.
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MIN: available for all integer and relative time fields. This will calculate the min seen integer/time
value seen for the field during the interval. Example:’smb.time’ which will plot the minimumSMB
response time.

AV G: available for all integer and relative time fields.This will calculate the average seen integer/time
value seen for the field during the interval. Example:’smb.time’ which will plot the averageSMB
response time.

LOAD: available only for relative time fields (response times).

Example of advanced: Display howNFS response timeMAX/MIN/A VG changes over time:

Set first graph to:

filter:nfs&&rpc.time
Calc:MAX rpc.time

Set second graph to

filter:nfs&&rpc.time
Calc:AVG rpc.time

Set third graph to

filter:nfs&&rpc.time
Calc:MIN rpc.time

Example of advanced: Display how the average packet size from host a.b.c.d changes over time.

Set first graph to

filter:ip.addr==a.b.c.d&&frame.pkt_len
Calc:AVG frame.pkt_len

LOAD: The LOAD io-stat type is very different from anything you have ever seen before! While the
response times themself as plotted byMIN ,MAX,AVG are indications on the Server load (which
affects the Server response time), theLOAD measurement measures the ClientLOAD. What this mea-
sures is how much workload the client generates, i.e. how fast will the client issue new commands
when the previous ones completed.i.e. the level of concurrency the client can maintain. The higher
the number, the more and faster is the client issuing new commands. When theLOAD goes down, it
may be due to client load making the client slower in issuing new commands (there may be other rea-
sons as well, maybe the client just doesn’t hav eany commands it wants to issue right then).

Load is measured in concurrency/number of overlapping i/o and the value 1000 means there is a con-
stant load of one i/o.

In each tick interval the amount of overlap is measured. See the graph below containing three com-
mands: Below the graph are theLOAD values for each interval that would be calculated.

        
        
  o=====*      
        
 o========*  o============*   
        
--------------------------------------------------> Time
500 1500 500 750 1000 500 0 0

Statistics:Conversation List
This option will open a new window that displays a list of all conversations between two endpoints.
The list has one row for each unique conversation and displays total number of packets/bytes seen as
well as number of packets/bytes in each direction.

By default the list is sorted according to the number of packets but by clicking on the column header;
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it is possible to re-sort the list in ascending or descending order by any column.

By first selecting a conversation by clicking on it and then using the right mouse button (on those plat-
forms that have a right mouse button) wireshark will display a popup menu offering several different
filter operations to apply to the capture.

These statistics windows can also be invoked from the Wireshark command line using the−z conv
argument.

Statistics:Service Response Time:DCE−RPC
Open a window to display Service Response Time statistics for an arbitrary DCE-RPC program inter-
face and displayProcedure, Number of Calls, Minimum SRT, Maximum SRT andAv erage SRT for
all procedures for that program/version. Thesewindows opened will update in semi-real time to
reflect changes when doing live captures or when reading new capture files intoWireshark.

This dialog will also allow an optional filter string to be used.If an optional filter string is used only
such DCE-RPC request/response pairs that match that filter will be used to calculate the statistics. If
no filter string is specified all request/response pairs will be used.

Statistics:Service Response Time:Fibre Channel
Open a window to display Service Response Time statistics for Fibre Channel and displayFC Type,
Number of Calls, Minimum SRT, Maximum SRT andAv erage SRT for all FC types. Thesewin-
dows opened will update in semi-real time to reflect changes when doing live captures or when read-
ing new capture files intoWireshark. The Service Response Time is calculated as the time delta
between the First packet of the exchange and the Last packet of the exchange.

This dialog will also allow an optional filter string to be used.If an optional filter string is used only
suchFC first/last exchange pairs that match that filter will be used to calculate the statistics. If no filter
string is specified all request/response pairs will be used.

Statistics:Service Response Time:ONC−RPC
Open a window to display statistics for an arbitrary ONC-RPC program interface and displayProce-
dure, Number of Calls, Minimum SRT, Maximum SRT andAv erage SRT for all procedures for that
program/version. Thesewindows opened will update in semi-real time to reflect changes when doing
live captures or when reading new capture files intoWireshark.

This dialog will also allow an optional filter string to be used. If an optional filter string is used only
such ONC-RPC request/response pairs that match that filter will be used to calculate the statistics. If
no filter string is specified all request/response pairs will be used.

By first selecting a conversation by clicking on it and then using the right mouse button (on those plat-
forms that have a right mouse button) wireshark will display a popup menu offering several different
filter operations to apply to the capture.

Statistics:Service Response Time:SMB
Collect call/replySRT (Service Response Time) data forSMB. Data collected is number of calls for
eachSMB command, MinSRT, MaxSRT and AvgSRT.

The data will be presented as separate tables for all normalSMB commands, all Transaction2 com-
mands and allNT Transaction commands.Only those commands that are seen in the capture will have
its stats displayed.Only the first command in a xAndX command chain will be used in the calcula-
tion. Sofor common SessionSetupAndX + TreeConnectAndX chains, only the SessionSetupAndX
call will be used in the statistics. This is a flaw that might be fixed in the future.

You can apply an optional filter string in a dialog box, before starting the calculation. The stats will
only be calculated on those calls matching that filter.

By first selecting a conversation by clicking on it and then using the right mouse button (on those plat-
forms that have a right mouse button) wireshark will display a popup menu offering several different
filter operations to apply to the capture.
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Statistics:Service Response Time:MGCP
Collect requests/responseSRT (Service Response Time) data forMGCP. Data collected isnumber of
calls for each known MGCP Type, Minimum SRT, Maximum SRT, Av erage SRT, Minimum in
Packet, and Maximum in Packet. These windows opened will update in semi-real time to reflect
changes when doing live captures or when reading new capture files intoWireshark.

You can apply an optional filter string in a dialog box, before starting the calculation. The statistics
will only be calculated on those calls matching that filter.

Statistics:Service Response Time:ITU−T H.225RAS
Collect requests/responseSRT (Service Response Time) data for ITU-T H.225RAS. Data collected is
number of calls for each known ITU-T H.225RAS Message Type,Minimum SRT, Maximum SRT,
Av erage SRT, Minimum in P acket, and Maximum in Packet. You will also get the number ofOpen
Requests(Unresponded Requests),Discarded Responses(Responses without matching request) and
Duplicate Messages. These windows opened will update in semi-real time to reflect changes when
doing live captures or when reading new capture files intoWireshark.

You can apply an optional filter string in a dialog box, before starting the calculation. The statistics
will only be calculated on those calls matching that filter.

Statistics:ITU−T H.225
Count ITU-T H.225 messages and their reasons. In the first column you get a list of H.225 messages
and H.225 message reasons, which occur in the current capture file. The number of occurences of each
message or reason will be displayed in the second column. This window opened will update in semi-
real time to reflect changes when doing live captures or when reading new capture files intoWire-
shark.

You can apply an optional filter string in a dialog box, before starting the counter. The statistics will
only be calculated on those calls matching that filter.

Statistics:SIP
Activate a counter forSIPmessages. You will get the number of occurences of eachSIPMethod and of
eachSIPStatus−Code. Additionally you also get the number of resentSIPMessages (only forSIPover
UDP).

This window opened will update in semi-real time to reflect changes when doing live captures or when
reading new capture files intoWireshark.

You can apply an optional filter string in a dialog box, before starting the counter. The statistics will
only be calculated on those calls matching that filter.

Statistics:ONC−RPC Programs
This dialog will open a window showing aggregated RTT statistics for all ONC-RPC Programs/ver-
sions that exist in the capture file.

Help:Contents
Some help texts.

Help:Supported Protocols
List of supported protocols and display filter protocol fields.

Help:Manual Pages
Display locally installedHTML versions of these manual pages in a web browser.

Help:Wireshark Online
Various links to online resources to be open in a web browser, like <http://www.wireshark.org>.

Help:About Wireshark
See various information about Wireshark (see About dialog below), like the version, the folders used,
the available plugins, ...
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WINDOWS

Main Window
The main window contains the usual things like the menu, some toolbars, the main area and a status-
bar. The main area is split into three panes, you can resize each pane using a ‘‘thumb’’ at the right end
of each divider line.

The main window is much more flexible than before. The layout of the main window can be cus-
tomized by theLayout page in the dialog box popped up byEdit:Preferences, the following will
describe the layout with the default settings.

Main Toolbar
Some menu items are available for quick access here. There is no way to customize the items
in the toolbar, howev er the toolbar can be hidden byView:Main Toolbar.

Filter Toolbar
A display filter can be entered into the filter toolbar. A filter for HTTP, HTTPS, and DNS traffic
might look like this:

tcp.port == 80  tcp.port == 443  tcp.port == 53

Selecting theFilter: button lets you choose from a list of named filters that you can optionally
save. Pressing the Return or Enter keys, or selecting theApply button, will cause the filter to
be applied to the current list of packets. Selectingthe Resetbutton clears the display filter so
that all packets are displayed (again).

There is no way to customize the items in the toolbar, howev er the toolbar can be hidden by
View:Filter Toolbar.

Packet List Pane
The top pane contains the list of network packets that you can scroll through and select.By
default, the packet number, packet timestamp, source and destination addresses, protocol, and
description are displayed for each packet; theColumnspage in the dialog box popped up by
Edit:Preferenceslets you change this (although, unfortunately, you currently have to sav ethe
preferences, and exit and restart Wireshark, for those changes to take effect).

If you click on the heading for a column, the display will be sorted by that column; clicking on
the heading again will reverse the sort order for that column.

An effort is made to display information as high up the protocol stack as possible, e.g.IP
addresses are displayed forIP packets, but theMAC layer address is displayed for unknown
packet types.

The right mouse button can be used to pop up a menu of operations.

The middle mouse button can be used to mark a packet.

Packet Details Pane
The middle pane contains a display of the details of the currently-selected packet. Thedisplay
shows each field and its value in each protocol header in the stack.The right mouse button can
be used to pop up a menu of operations.

Packet Bytes Pane
The lowest pane contains a hex and ASCII dump of the actual packet data. Selecting a field in
the packet details highlights the corresponding bytes in this section.

The right mouse button can be used to pop up a menu of operations.

Statusbar
The statusbar is divided into three parts, on the left some context dependant things are shown,
like information about the loaded file, in the center the number of packets are displayed, and on
the right the current configuration profile.
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The statusbar can be hidden byView:Statusbar.

Preferences
ThePreferencesdialog lets you control various personal preferences for the behavior ofWireshark.

User Interface Preferences
TheUser Interfacepage is used to modify small aspects of theGUI to your own personal taste:

Selection Bars
The selection bar in the packet list and packet details can have either a ‘‘browse’’ or
‘‘ select’’ behavior. If the selection bar has a ‘‘browse’’ behavior, the arrow keys will
move an outline of the selection bar, allowing you to browse the rest of the list or
details without changing the selection until you press the space bar. If the selection bar
has a ‘‘select’’ behavior, the arrow keys will move the selection bar and change the
selection to the new item in the packet list or packet details.

Tree Line Style (GTK1 only)
Trees can be drawn with no lines, solid lines, or dotted lines between items, or can be
drawn with ‘‘tab’’ headings.

Tree Expander Style (GTK1 only)
The expander item that can be clicked to show or hide items under a tree item can be
omitted (note that this will prevent you from changing whether those items are shown
or hidden!), or can be drawn as squares, triangles, or circles.

Save Window Position
If this item is selected, the position of the main Wireshark window will be saved when
Wireshark exits, and used when Wireshark is started again.

Save Window Size
If this item is selected, the size of the main Wireshark window will be saved when
Wireshark exits, and used when Wireshark is started again.

Save Window Maximized state
If this item is selected the maximize state of the main Wireshark window will be saved
when Wireshark exists, and used when Wireshark is started again.

File Open Dialog Behavior
This item allows the user to select how Wireshark handles the listing of the ‘‘File
Open’’ Dialog when opening trace files.‘‘ Remember Last Directory’’ causes Wire-
shark to automatically position the dialog in the directory of the most recently opened
file, even between launches of Wireshark. ‘‘A lways Open in Directory’’ allows the user
to define a persistent directory that the dialog will always default to.

Directory
Allows the user to specify a persistent File Open directory. Trailing slashes or back-
slashes will automatically be added.

File Open Preview timeout
This items allows the user to define how much time is spend reading the capture file to
present preview data in the File Open dialog.

Open Recent maximum list entries
The File menu supports a recent file list. This items allows the user to specify how
many files are kept track of in this list.

Ask for unsaved capture files
When closing a capture file or Wireshark itself if the file isn’t sav ed yet the user is pre-
sented the option to save the file when this item is set.

Wrap during find
This items determines the behaviour when reaching the beginning or the end of a cap-
ture file. When set the search wraps around and continues, otherwise it stops.
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Settings dialogs show a sav ebutton
This item determines if the various dialogs sport an explicit Save button or that save is
implicit in Ok / Apply.

Web browser command
This entry specifies the command line to launch a web browser. It is used to access
online content, like the Wiki and user guide. Use ’%s’ to place the requestURL in the
command line.

Layout Preferences
TheLayoutpage lets you specify the general layout of the main window. You can choose from
six different layouts and fill the three panes with the contents you like.

Scrollbars
The vertical scrollbars in the three panes can be set to be either on the left or the right.

Alternating row colors
Hex Display

The highlight method in the hex dump display for the selected protocol item can be set
to use either inverse video, or bold characters.

Toolbar style
Filter toolbar placement
Custom window title

Column Preferences
TheColumnspage lets you specify the number, title, and format of each column in the packet
list.

The Column titleentry is used to specify the title of the column displayed at the top of the
packet list. The type of data that the column displays can be specified using theColumn for-
matoption menu. The row of buttons on the left perform the following actions:

New Adds a new column to the list.

Delete
Deletes the currently selected list item.

Up / Down
Moves the selected list item up or down one position.

Font Preferences
TheFont page lets you select the font to be used for most text.

Color Preferences
TheColorspage can be used to change the color of the text displayed in theTCP stream win-
dow and for marked packets. To change a color, simply select an attribute from the ‘‘Set:’’
menu and use the color selector to get the desired color. The new text colors are displayed as a
sample text.

Capture Preferences
TheCapturepage lets you specify various parameters for capturing live packet data; these are
used the first time a capture is started.

The Interface:combo box lets you specify the interface from which to capture packet data, or
the name of aFIFO from which to get the packet data.

The Data link type:option menu lets you, for some interfaces, select the data link header you
want to see on the packets you capture.For example, in some OSes and with some versions of
libpcap, you can choose, on an 802.11 interface, whether the packets should appear as Ethernet
packets (with a fake Ethernet header) or as 802.11 packets.

TheLimit each packet to ... bytescheck box lets you set the snapshot length to use when cap-
turing live data; turn on the check box, and then set the number of bytes to use as the snapshot
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length.

TheFilter: text entry lets you set a capture filter expression to be used when capturing.

If any of the environment variablesSSH_CONNECTION, SSH_CLIENT, REMOTEHOST, DIS-
PLAY, or SESSIONNAMEare set, Wireshark will create a default capture filter that excludes
traffic from the hosts and ports defined in those variables.

TheCapture packets in promiscuous modecheck box lets you specify whether to put the inter-
face in promiscuous mode when capturing.

The Update list of packets in real timecheck box lets you specify that the display should be
updated as packets are seen.

TheAutomatic scrolling in live capture check box lets you specify whether, in an ‘‘Update list
of packets in real time’’ capture, the packet list pane should automatically scroll to show the
most recently captured packets.

Printing Preferences
The radio buttons at the top of thePrinting page allow you choose between printing packets
with theFile:Print Packet menu item as text or PostScript, and sending the output directly to a
command or saving it to a file. TheCommand:text entry box, on UNIX-compatible systems,
is the command to send files to (usuallylpr ), and theFile: entry box lets you enter the name of
the file you wish to save to. Additionally, you can select theFile: button to browse the file sys-
tem for a particular save file.

Name Resolution Preferences
TheEnableMAC name resolution, Enable network name resolutionandEnable transport name
resolutioncheck boxes let you specify whetherMAC addresses, network addresses, and trans-
port-layer port numbers should be translated to names.

TheEnable concurrentDNSname resolutionallows Wireshark to send out multiple name reso-
lution requests and not wait for the result before continuing dissection. This speeds up dissec-
tion with network name resolution but initially may miss resolutions. The number of concur-
rent requests can be set here as well.

SMI paths

SMI modules

RTP Player Preferences
This page allows you to select the number of channels visible in theRTP player window. It
determines the height of the window, more channels are possible and visible by means of a
scroll bar.

Protocol Preferences
There are also pages for various protocols that Wireshark dissects, controlling the way Wire-
shark handles those protocols.

Edit Capture Filter List
Edit Display Filter List
Capture Filter
Display Filter
Read Filter
Search Filter

TheEdit Capture Filter List dialog lets you create, modify, and delete capture filters, and theEdit Dis-
play Filter Listdialog lets you create, modify, and delete display filters.

The Capture Filter dialog lets you do all of the editing operations listed, and also lets you choose or
construct a filter to be used when capturing packets.

The Display Filter dialog lets you do all of the editing operations listed, and also lets you choose or
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construct a filter to be used to filter the current capture being viewed.

TheRead Filter dialog lets you do all of the editing operations listed, and also lets you choose or con-
struct a filter to be used to as a read filter for a capture file you open.

The Search Filter dialog lets you do all of the editing operations listed, and also lets you choose or
construct a filter expression to be used in a find operation.

In all of those dialogs, theFilter nameentry specifies a descriptive name for a filter, e.g. Web and
DNS traffic . The Filter string entry is the text that actually describes the filtering action to take, as
described above.The dialog buttons perform the following actions:

New If there is text in the two entry boxes, creates a new associated list item.

Edit Modifiesthe currently selected list item to match what’s in the entry boxes.

Delete
Deletes the currently selected list item.

Add Expression...
For display filter expressions, pops up a dialog box to allow you to construct a filter expression
to test a particular field; it offers lists of field names, and, when appropriate, lists from which to
select tests to perform on the field and values with which to compare it. In that dialog box, the
OK button will cause the filter expression you constructed to be entered into theFilter string
entry at the current cursor position.

OK In theCapture Filter dialog, closes the dialog box and makes the filter in theFilter stringentry
the filter in theCapture Preferencesdialog. IntheDisplay Filter dialog, closes the dialog box
and makes the filter in theFilter string entry the current display filter, and applies it to the cur-
rent capture.In theRead Filter dialog, closes the dialog box and makes the filter in theFilter
string entry the filter in theOpen Capture File dialog. Inthe Search Filter dialog, closes the
dialog box and makes the filter in theFilter stringentry the filter in theFind Packet dialog.

Apply Makes the filter in theFilter string entry the current display filter, and applies it to the current
capture.

Save If the list of filters being edited is the list of capture filters, saves the current filter list to the per-
sonal capture filters file, and if the list of filters being edited is the list of display filters, saves
the current filter list to the personal display filters file.

Close Closesthe dialog without doing anything with the filter in theFilter stringentry.

The Color Filters Dialog
This dialog displays a list of color filters and allows it to be modified.

THE FILTER LIST
Single rows may be selected by clicking. Multiple rows may be selected by using the ctrl and
shift keys in combination with the mouse button.

NEW
Adds a new filter at the bottom of the list and opens the Edit Color Filter dialog box. You will
have to alter the filter expression at least before the filter will be accepted. The format of color fil-
ter expressions is identical to that of display filters. The new filter is selected, so it may immedi-
ately be moved up and down, deleted or edited.To avoid confusion all filters are unselected
before the new filter is created.

EDIT
Opens the Edit Color Filter dialog box for the selected filter. (If this button is disabled you may
have more than one filter selected, making it ambiguous which is to be edited.)

ENABLE
Enables the selected color filter(s).
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DISABLE
Disables the selected color filter(s).

DELETE
Deletes the selected color filter(s).

EXPORT
Allows you to choose a file in which to save the current list of color filters. You may also choose
to save only the selected filters. A button is provided to save the filters in the global color filters
file (you must have sufficient permissions to write this file, of course).

IMPORT
Allows you to choose a file containing color filters which are then added to the bottom of the cur-
rent list. All the added filters are selected, so they may be moved to the correct position in the list
as a group. To avoid confusion, all filters are unselected before the new filters are imported. A
button is provided to load the filters from the global color filters file.

CLEAR
Deletes your personal color filters file, reloads the global color filters file, if any, and closes the
dialog.

UP Moves the selected filter(s) up the list, making it more likely that they will be used to color pack-
ets.

DOWN
Moves the selected filter(s) down the list, making it less likely that they will be used to color
packets.

OK Closes the dialog and uses the color filters as they stand.

APPLY
Colors the packets according to the current list of color filters, but does not close the dialog.

SAVE
Saves the current list of color filters in your personal color filters file. Unless you do this they will
not be used the next time you start Wireshark.

CLOSE
Closes the dialog without changing the coloration of the packets. Note that changes you have
made to the current list of color filters are not undone.

Capture Options
TheCapture Optionsdialog lets you specify various parameters for capturing live packet data.

The Interface: field lets you specify the interface from which to capture packet data or a command
from which to get the packet data via a pipe.

The Link layer header type:field lets you specify the interfaces link layer header type. This field is
usually disabled, as most interface have only one header type.

TheCapture packets in promiscuous modecheck box lets you specify whether the interface should be
put into promiscuous mode when capturing.

TheLimit each packet to ... bytescheck box and field lets you specify a maximum number of bytes per
packet to capture and save; if the check box is not checked, the limit will be 65535 bytes.

The Capture Filter: entry lets you specify the capture filter using a tcpdump-style filter string as
described above.

TheFile: entry lets you specify the file into which captured packets should be saved, as in thePrinter
Optionsdialog above. If not specified, the captured packets will be saved in a temporary file; you can
save those packets to a file with theFile:Save Asmenu item.

The Use multiple filescheck box lets you specify that the capture should be done in ‘‘multiple files’’
mode. This option is disabled, if theUpdate list of packets in real timeoption is checked.
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The Next file every ...megabyte(s)check box and fields lets you specify that a switch to a next file
should be done if the specified filesize is reached. You can also select the appriate unit, but beware that
the filesize has a maximum of 2GB. The check box is forced to be checked, as ‘‘multiple files’’ mode
requires a file size to be specified.

The Next file every ... minute(s)check box and fields lets you specify that the switch to a next file
should be done after the specified time has elapsed, even if the specified capture size is not reached.

TheRing buffer with ... filesfield lets you specify the number of files of a ring buffer. This feature will
capture into to the first file again, after the specified amount of files were used.

TheStop capture after ... filesfield lets you specify the number of capture files used, until the capture
is stopped.

TheStop capture after ... packet(s) check box and field let you specify that Wireshark should stop cap-
turing after having captured some number of packets; if the check box is not checked, Wireshark will
not stop capturing at some fixed number of captured packets.

TheStop capture after ... megabyte(s)check box and field lets you specify that Wireshark should stop
capturing after the file to which captured packets are being saved grows as large as or larger than some
specified number of megabytes. If the check box is not checked, Wireshark will not stop capturing at
some capture file size (although the operating system on which Wireshark is running, or the available
disk space, may still limit the maximum size of a capture file). This option is disabled, if ‘‘multiple
files’’ mode is used,

The Stop capture after ... second(s)check box and field let you specify that Wireshark should stop
capturing after it has been capturing for some number of seconds; if the check box is not checked,
Wireshark will not stop capturing after some fixed time has elapsed.

The Update list of packets in real timecheck box lets you specify whether the display should be
updated as packets are captured and, if you specify that, theAutomatic scrolling in live capture check
box lets you specify the packet list pane should automatically scroll to show the most recently cap-
tured packets as new packets arrive.

TheEnableMAC name resolution, Enable network name resolutionandEnable transport name resolu-
tion check boxes let you specify whetherMAC addresses, network addresses, and transport-layer port
numbers should be translated to names.

About
TheAboutdialog lets you view various information about Wireshark.

About:Wireshark
The Wireshark page lets you view general information about Wireshark, like the installed version,
licensing information and such.

About:Authors
TheAuthorspage shows the author and all contributors.

About:Folders
TheFolderspage lets you view the directory names where Wireshark is searching it’s various configu-
ration and other files.

About:Plugins
ThePluginspage lets you view the dissector plugin modules available on your system.

ThePlugins Listshows the name and version of each dissector plugin module found on your system.

On Unix-compatible systems, the plugins are looked for in the following directories: thelib/wire-
shark/plugins/$VERSIONdirectory under the main installation directory (for example,
/usr/local/lib/wireshark/plugins/$VERSION), and then$HOME/.wireshark/plugins.

On Windows systems, the plugins are looked for in the following directories:plugins\$VERSION
directory under the main installation directory (for example, C:\Program
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Files\Wireshark\plugins\$VERSION), and then%APPDATA%\Wireshark\plugins\$VERSION(or, if
%APPDATA% isn’t defined,%USERPROFILE%\Application Data\Wireshark\plugins\$VERSION).

$VERSION is the version number of the plugin interface, which is typically the version number of
Wireshark. Notethat a dissector plugin module may support more than one protocol; there is not nec-
essarily a one-to-one correspondence between dissector plugin modules and protocols.Protocols sup-
ported by a dissector plugin module are enabled and disabled using theEdit:Protocolsdialog box, just
as protocols built into Wireshark are.

CAPTURE FILTER SYNTAX
See the manual page ofpcap−filter(4) or, if that doesn’t exist, tcpdump(8).

DISPLAY FILTER SYNTAX
For a complete table of protocol and protocol fields that are filterable inWireshark see thewireshark−fil-
ter (4) manual page.

FILES
These files contains variousWireshark configuration settings.

Preferences
The preferencesfiles contain global (system−wide) and personal preference settings. If the system-
wide preference file exists, it is read first, overriding the default settings. If the personal preferences
file exists, it is read next, overriding any previous values. Note: If the command line flag−o is used
(possibly more than once), it will in turn override values from the preferences files.

The preferences settings are in the formprefname:value, one per line, whereprefnameis the name of
the preference andvalue is the value to which it should be set; white space is allowed between: and
value. A preference setting can be continued on subsequent lines by indenting the continuation lines
with white space. A# character starts a comment that runs to the end of the line:

# Vertical scrollbars should be on right side?
# TRUE or FALSE (case-insensitive).
gui.scrollbar_on_right: TRUE

The global preferences file is looked for in thewiresharkdirectory under thesharesubdirectory of the
main installation directory (for example,/usr/local/share/wireshark/preferences) on UNIX-compatible
systems, and in the main installation directory (for example,C:\Program Files\Wireshark\preferences)
on Windows systems.

The personal preferences file is looked for in$HOME/.wireshark/preferenceson UNIX-compatible
systems and%APPDATA%\Wireshark\preferences(or, if %APPDATA% isn’t defined,%USERPRO-
FILE%\Application Data\Wireshark\preferences) on Windows systems.

Note: Whenever the preferences are saved by using theSavebutton in theEdit:Preferencesdialog box,
your personal preferences file will be overwritten with the new settings, destroying any comments and
unknown/obsolete settings that were in the file.

Recent
The recentfile contains personal settings (mostlyGUI related) such as the currentWireshark window
size. The file is saved at program exit and read in at program start automatically. Note: The command
line flag−o may be used to override settings from this file.

The settings in this file have the same format as in thepreferencesfiles, and the same directory as for
the personal preferences file is used.

Note: Whenever Wireshark is closed, your recent file will be overwritten with the new settings,
destroying any comments and unknown/obsolete settings that were in the file.

Disabled (Enabled) Protocols
Thedisabled_protosfiles contain system-wide and personal lists of protocols that have been disabled,
so that their dissectors are never called. Thefiles contain protocol names, one per line, where the pro-
tocol name is the same name that would be used in a display filter for the protocol:
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http
tcp # a comment

If a protocol is listed in the globaldisabled_protosfile, it is not displayed in theAnalyze:Enabled Pro-
tocolsdialog box, and so cannot be enabled by the user.

The globaldisabled_protosfile uses the same directory as the global preferences file.

The personaldisabled_protosfile uses the same directory as the personal preferences file.

Note: Whenever the disabled protocols list is saved by using theSavebutton in theAnalyze:Enabled
Protocolsdialog box, your personal disabled protocols file will be overwritten with the new settings,
destroying any comments that were in the file.

Name Resolution (hosts)
If the personalhostsfile exists, it is used to resolve IPv4 and IPv6 addresses before any other attempts
are made to resolve them. Thefile has the standardhostsfile syntax; each line contains oneIP address
and name, separated by whitespace. The same directory as for the personal preferences file is used.

Name Resolution (ethers)
The ethersfiles are consulted to correlate 6−byte hardware addresses to names. First the personal
ethersfile is tried and if an address is not found there the globalethersfile is tried next.

Each line contains one hardware address and name, separated by whitespace. The digits of the hard-
ware address are separated by colons (:), dashes (−) or periods (.). The same separator character must
be used consistently in an address. The following three lines are valid lines of anethersfile:

ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff Broadcast
c0-00-ff-ff-ff-ff TR_broadcast
00.00.00.00.00.00 Zero_broadcast

The globalethersfile is looked for in the/etcdirectory on UNIX-compatible systems, and in the main
installation directory (for example,C:\Program Files\Wireshark) on Windows systems.

The personalethersfile is looked for in the same directory as the personal preferences file.

Name Resolution (manuf)
Themanuffile is used to match the 3−byte vendor portion of a 6−byte hardware address with the man-
ufacturer’s name; it can also contain well-known MAC addresses and address ranges specified with a
netmask. Theformat of the file is the same as theethersfiles, except that entries such as:

00:00:0C Cisco

can be provided, with the 3−byteOUI and the name for a vendor, and entries such as:

00-00-0C-07-AC/40 All-HSRP-routers

can be specified, with aMAC address and a mask indicating how many bits of the address must match.
The above entry, for example, has 40 significant bits, or 5 bytes, and would match addresses from
00−00−0C−07−AC−00 through 00−00−0C−07−AC−FF. The mask need not be a multiple of 8.

Themanuffile is looked for in the same directory as the global preferences file.

Name Resolution (ipxnets)
The ipxnetsfiles are used to correlate 4−byteIPX network numbers to names. First the globalipxnets
file is tried and if that address is not found there the personal one is tried next.

The format is the same as theethersfile, except that each address is four bytes instead of six.Addi-
tionally, the address can be represented as a single hexadecimal number, as is more common in theIPX
world, rather than four hex octets. For example, these four lines are valid lines of anipxnetsfile:
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C0.A8.2C.00 HR
c0-a8-1c-00 CEO
00:00:BE:EF IT_Server1
110f FileServer3

The globalipxnetsfile is looked for in the/etcdirectory on UNIX-compatible systems, and in the main
installation directory (for example,C:\Program Files\Wireshark) on Windows systems.

The personalipxnetsfile is looked for in the same directory as the personal preferences file.

Capture Filters
Thecfiltersfiles contain system-wide and personal capture filters. Each line contains one filter, start-
ing with the string displayed in the dialog box in quotation marks, followed by the filter string itself:

"HTTP" port 80
"DCERPC" port 135

The globalcfiltersfile uses the same directory as the global preferences file.

The personalcfiltersfile uses the same directory as the personal preferences file. It is written through
the Capture:Capture Filters dialog.

If the globalcfiltersfile exists, it is used only if the personalcfiltersfile does not exist; global and per-
sonal capture filters are not merged.

Display Filters
Thedfiltersfiles contain system-wide and personal display filters.Each line contains one filter, start-
ing with the string displayed in the dialog box in quotation marks, followed by the filter string itself:

"HTTP" http
"DCERPC" dcerpc

The globaldfiltersfile uses the same directory as the global preferences file.

The personaldfiltersfile uses the same directory as the personal preferences file. It is written through
the Analyze:Display Filters dialog.

If the globaldfiltersfile exists, it is used only if the personaldfiltersfile does not exist; global and per-
sonal display filters are not merged.

Color Filters (Coloring Rules)
Thecolorfiltersfiles contain system-wide and personal color filters.Each line contains one filter, start-
ing with the string displayed in the dialog box, followed by the corresponding display filter. Then the
background and foreground colors are appended:

# a comment
@tcp@tcp@[59345,58980,65534][0,0,0]
@udp@udp@[28834,57427,65533][0,0,0]

The globalcolorfiltersfile uses the same directory as the global preferences file.

The personalcolorfilters file uses the same directory as the personal preferences file. It is written
through the View:Coloring Rules dialog.

If the globalcolorfiltersfile exists, it is used only if the personalcolorfiltersfile does not exist; global
and personal color filters are not merged.

GTK rc files
Thegtkrcfiles contain system-wide and personalGTK theme settings.

The globalgtkrcfile uses the same directory as the global preferences file.

The personalgtkrcfile uses the same directory as the personal preferences file.
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Plugins
See above in the description of the About:Plugins page.

SEE ALSO
wireshark−filter(4), tshark(1), editcap(1), pcap−filter(4), tcpdump(8), pcap(3), dumpcap(1),
mergecap(1), text2pcap(1)

NOTES
The latest version ofWireshark can be found at <http://www.wireshark.org>.

HTML versions of the Wireshark project man pages are available at: <http://www.wire-
shark.org/docs/man−pages>.
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Bart Braem <bart.braem [AT] gmail.com>
Shingo Horisawa <name4n5 [AT] hotmail.com>
Lane Hu <lane.hu [AT] utstar.com>
Marc Poulhiès <marc.poulhies [AT] epfl.ch>
Tomasz Mrugalski <thomson[AT] klub.com.pl>
Brett Kuskie <mstrprgmmr [AT] chek.com>
Brian Caswell <bmc [AT] sourcefire.com>
Yann <yann_eads[AT] hotmail.com>
Jon Ringle <ml−ethereal [AT] ringle.org>
Julien Leproust <julien [AT] via.ecp.fr>
Mutsuya Irie <irie [AT] sakura−catv.ne.jp>
Yoshihiro Oyama <y.oyama [AT] netagent.co.jp>
Chris Eagle <cseagle [AT] nps.edu>
Dominique Bastien <dbastien [AT] accedian.com>
Nicolas Dichtel <nicolas.dichtel [AT] 6wind.com>
Ricardo Muggli <ricardo.muggli [AT] mnsu.edu>
Vladimir Kondratiev <vladimir.kondratiev [AT] gmail.com>
Jaap Keuter <jaap.keuter [AT] xs4all.nl>
Frederic Peters <fpeters [AT] debian.org>
Anton Ivanov <anthony_johnson [AT] mail.ru>
Ilya Konstantinov<future [AT] shiny.co.il>
Neil Kettle <mu−b[AT] 65535.com>
Steve Karg <skarg [AT] users.sourceforge.net>
Javier Acuna <javier.acuna [AT] sixbell.cl>
Miklos Szurdi <szurdimiklos [AT] yahoo.com>
Cvetan Ivanov <zezo [AT] spnet.net>
Vasanth Manickam <vasanth.manickam [AT] bt.com>
Julian Onions <julian.onions [AT] gmail.com>
Samuel Thibault <samuel.thibault [AT] ens−lyon.org>
Peter Ková <peter.kovar [AT] gmail.com>
Paul Ollis <paul.ollis [AT] roke.co.uk>
Dominik Kuhlen <dkuhlen[AT] gmx.net>
Karl Knoebl <karl.knoebl [AT] siemens.com>
Maria-Luiza Crivat <luizacri [AT] gmail.com>
Brice Augustin <bricecotte [AT] gmail.com>
Matt Thornton <MATT_THORNTON [AT] appsig.com>
Markus Seehofer <Markus.Seehofer [AT] hirschmann.de>
Matthias Drochner <M.Drochner [AT] fz−juelich.de>
Timo Metsala <timo.metsala [AT] gmail.com>
Manu Pathak <mapathak[AT] cisco.com>
Kaul <mykaul[AT] gmail.com>
John Sullivan <john [AT] kanargh.force9.co.uk>
Martin André <andre [AT] clarinet.u−strasbg.fr>
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Andrei Emeltchenko <Andrei.Emeltchenko [AT] nokia.com>
Kirby Files <kfiles [AT] masergy.com>
Ravi Valmikam <rvalmikam [AT] airvananet.com>
Diego Petteno` <flameeyes [AT] gentoo.org>
Daniel Black <dragonheart [AT] gentoo.org>
Christoph Werle <Christoph.Werle [AT] i ra.uka.de>
Aaron Christensen <aaronmf [AT] gmail.com>
Ian Abel <ianabel [AT] mxtelecom.com>
Bryant Eastham <beastham [AT] slc.mew.com>
Taner Kurtulus <taner.kurtulus [AT] tubitak.gov.tr>
Joe Breher <linux [AT] q−music.com>
Patrick vd Lageweg <patrick [AT] bitwizard.nl>
Thomas Sillaber <Thomas.Sillaber [AT] gmx.de>
Mike Davies <m.davies [AT] btinternet.com>
Boris Misenov <Boris.Misenov [AT] oktelabs.ru>
Joe McEachern <joe [AT] qacafe.com>
Charles Lepple <clepple [AT] gmail.com>
Tuomas Maattanen <maattanen [AT] iki.fi>
Joe Eykholt <joe [AT] nuovasystems.com>
Ian Brumby <ian.brumby [AT] baesystems.com>
Todd J Martin <todd.martin [AT] acm.org>
Scott Robinson <scott.robinson [AT] flukenetworks.com>
Martin Peylo <wireshark[AT] izac.de>
Stéphane Loeuillet <leroutier [AT] gmail.com>
Andrei Rubaniuk <rubaniuk [AT] mail.ru>
Mikael Magnusson <mikma264 [AT] gmail.com>
Timo Tera

..
s <timo.teras [AT] iki.fi>

Márton Németh <nm127[AT] f reemail.hu>
Kai Blin <kai [AT] samba.org>
Olivier Montanuy<olivier.montanuy [AT] orange−ftgroup.com>
Thomas Morin <thomas.morin [AT] orange−ftgroup.com>

Alain Magloire <alainm[AT]rcsm.ece.mcgill.ca> was kind enough to
give his permission to use his version of snprintf.c.

Dan Lasley <dlasley[AT]promus.com> gav epermission for his
dumpit()hex-dump routine to be used.

Mattia Cazzola <mattiac[AT]alinet.it> provided a patch to the
hex dump display routine.

We use the exception module from Kazlib, a C library written by
Kaz Kylheku <kaz[AT]ashi.footprints.net>. Thanks go to him for
his well-written library. The Kazlib home page can be found at
http://users.footprints.net/˜kaz/kazlib.html

Henrik Brix Andersen <brix[AT]gimp.org> gav epermission for his
webbrowser calling routine to be used.

Christophe Devine <c.devine[at]cr0.net> gav epermission for his
SHA1 routines to be used.

snax <snax[AT]shmoo.com> gav epermission to use his(?) weak key
detection code from Airsnort.

IANA gave permission for their port-numbers file to be used.
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